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Anchors Aweigh
Vindi Christmas Lunch.
Coolangatta Bowls Club, 15th of December 2016.
As required the troops began arriving in time for a drink to
meet and greet for a chat before we actually went in to the
restaurant proper. This respondent was right on the outside
time limit for arrival. I arrived early enough in the ‘Gatta itself,
but Scott Street kept dodging me. I drove around for about 10
minutes before giving in and going into a local real estate
office. The young lady was very happy to explain how to get to
the club because my car was heading in the right direction.
Pointing up the hill ahead of my car, she said, “go to the top of
the hill and turn left, as you turn left aim across the road and
drive down the hill angling to the right.” I did as instructed and
low and behold there was the Fung Sieu café name just where
she had said it would be.
I eventually managed to find a place to park, (slightly in a
private spot) and then managed the rest of the way into the
club. Phew, at last, a cool place. I was looking so hard to find someone that I knew that I was walking past a
group, not really seeing anyone, when Brian asked me if I would like to pay my lunch fee. He was sitting at the
table that I had ignored. I put it down to not seeing anyone because of the bright sunshine outside. Well that’s my
story anyway. I dropped my shoulder bag by Brian and went for a drivers reviver, this just turned out to be a nice
schooner of delicious cold ale. My only alcoholic drink for the day. I was the driver to-day. Traffic, Hmmm …..
that’s another story all of it’s own.
Once I had settled in, I looked around and all I could see were Vindi lads and lassies. It was good to see so many
young fella’s and their wives occupying the closest tables. I was quite sure that the ‘lamp swinging’ was well
under way. By this time I could see again as the tired elderly eyes had adjusted to the inside. I spoke to Brian and
asked how many boys were expected. He said that 40 members and ladies were expected to sit down at noon for
the lunch to commence. He had kept a good count as the crew came in the doors and paid their dues. At that stage
there were 28 already. Well that was where the inputs stopped. 12 people failed to arrive, perhaps they got lost, we
did have one cancellation, but he just paid his due.
Now to those who agreed to attend, and failed to arrive, and to those who just didn’t want to go, you all missed a
fine meal indeed. A full three course, served right to our spot. Each course had fresh plates, the hors d’oeuvres’
was a tasty mix of prawn and vegetable served in a fresh lettuce leaf with soy sauce, Yum Yum! The main meal
was a choice of 4-6 different dishes, I personally, decided on the garlic King Prawns with mixed veges served
Chinese style, delicious. To round off, (I was surprised) the stewards came out with some fruit salad and a topping
of ice-cream. All in all, a grand lunch and well worth the price. Thanks here to the committee for being so
generous enough to subsidise our meal by $5 per person.
After our meal we all sat around just talking to each other, with the ale and in some places coffee/tea being taken
inboard. It slowly broke up as people in ones and twos started to disembark and head for home. The last of us left
around 1500hrs, said our farewells and our best wishes for Christmas and the New Year. It took me a further two
hours to get home. I was glad to see the big majority of drivers were behaving themselves and the average speed
most of the time was about 90kph, instead of the usual 110kph. I did feel a bit safer on the homeward trip.
So for this year of 2016, to all members of the Vindicatrix Associations and to ALL of our readers around the
world, may you have a Happy, Healthy and Prosperous NEW YEAR 2017.
Jack Secker
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Christmas Raffle
The raffle which had been started at the previous
meeting was eventually drawn and won by Doug
Marshall, from a redraw as Dick Hayward was missing
at the time.
The Remedial Massage donated by Carol Stephen the
Bosuns wife raised $141 for the Monument fund.
We will do better next year, Xmas crackers and party
hats a must.

Certificate of Appreciation
The Gold Coast Division 14 Councillor invited two
representatives from our Association to attend a
morning tea at Tugun to present us with a Certificate of
Appreciation.

Sausage sizzles are a popular fundraiser for schools
and community groups because they’re low cost to set
up, easy to organise and fairly straightforward to run.
But there are sausage sizzles and then there are
Bunning’s sausage sizzles, where the concept is turned
up to satisfy a captive audience of hungry do-it-yourself
-ers. Bunnings being large hardware warehouses all
over Australia and weekend given over to practical
demonstrations of tiling, painting to laying pavers etc.,
so most popular and high volume of foot traffic can
easily lead to a high turnover of snags, drinks and
dollars raised.
Our Sausage Sizzle was an overwhelming success,
Graham Moon, Terry Docker and Kay with their friend
Marge McGowan were there for a full day. Wendy
Hawes put in a 5 hour shift and would note both Wendy
& Marge, although not members are great 'supporters'
of our group and our fundraising activities for the
proposed Point Danger Monument.
Our Bosun, Stephen Stanley, Gary Voysey & Bob
Wylie put in a good 4 hour shifts. Most of the lads and
lassies rostered on turned up and did a good stint and
would mention Alan and Althea McKenzie who did a
great job helping Graham set everything in place for a
couple' hours and Michael Fitzsimon came over in the
afternoon and helped out also.
We managed to get through 40 loaves of sliced bread, 6
humongous bags of sliced onions, 800 sausages, 3 x 2
litre bottles of sauce and 20 dozen assorted soft drinks
cans and water bottles.

It was only the second time we had met the new
Councillor Gail O’Neill, the first was when we asked
for and got her approval for our intended Monument at
Point Danger after showing her the plans on site. After
all the Certificates were presented, the Councillor
thanked us all for the splendid work we did as
Volunteers for the People of the Gold Coast, and in
particular for everybody in her Division.

Proudly we made $1761.00 which beat our first effort
by a few hundred. Well done those with a community
spirit.

We had the previous week received a cheque for $1500
from the Councillor, we had actually applied for $3,000
to pay the Architect, but after hearing who the other
lucky recipients were, including Marine Rescue, couple
of children’s welfare groups, feeding the homeless,
couple of church groups, we did feel in exalted
company.

May the fleas of a thousand camels
infest the crotch of the person who
screws up your day and may their
arms be too short to scratch...

Speaking to and thanking the Councillor personally
after the ceremony, she reiterated to both Graham
Moon and myself how amazed and appreciative she
was of the effort we had put in to raise the funds.
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It is with sincere sadness I report the passing of one of our valued members. Jack Hubbard
passed away on the 12th January 2017 at the Tweed at the age of ninety three years.
Jack’s funeral was held at St. Cuthbert’s Parish Church – with our Branch Chaplain John Reid officiating.
His ‘Celebration of Life’ Service on 19th January commenced at 3pm and was attended by many mourners
including members of his Masonic Lodge, members also of Jack’s Lawn Bowling Club and of course, our own
S.E.Vindicatrix & MN Mariners Assoc. Jack’s Family and many of his friends were in attendance including his
daughters Margaret and Jennifer, also his granddaughters, Emma, Tania and Paula who individually gave moving
recollections of memories of their Grandfather – these serving as an Eulogy.
At the conclusion of the Service a ‘Guard of Honour’ formed, comprising members of the organisations to which
Jack belonged, to honour his departure.
On behalf of our Branch, I offer our sympathy to Jack’s family and solace in the months and years ahead. Thank
you all for sharing your Family member with us.
Terry Docker, Secretary

JACK’S LAST VOYAGE
Well Jack ..they’ve told me you’ve left us - that you’ve now ‘Crossed the Bar’ as they say,
A good way to describe your departure, tho’ so sad that you’ve now passed away.
You slipped your moorings so quietly... so quietly into the night,
And the pilot now stands at your shoulder, guiding you safely and right.
Thru’ the lock now and into the channel, his hand resting soft on your arm
As he steers you clear of all danger, and see’s that you come to no harm.
Now he must leave - as you left us, and return to those left behind,
But Jack...we know that you’re safe now, so strange that we really don’t mind...
For you’ve left us with so many memories, it’s hard to find one to define,
My favourite’s the friendship you gave us - tho’ sadly for such a short time.
How fresh is the breeze now you’ve entered the seaway, as onwards you speed,
You’ve taken control of the helm now, and a compass is all that you need....
....to reach your last destination - ship’s boy to ship’s Captain at last,
A seaman especially remembered by those of your seafaring past.
Yes...This voyage you’re on is your last one - you’ll sign off in a far distant place.
May your spirit settle forever...in the oceans of time... and of space
Bon Voyage Jack, smooth sailing, Rest in Peace…
Terry Docker, January 2017

Diary Notes for 2017
Wednesday February 15th, General Meeting, Anzac Room, Twin Towns RSL 10am Qld time - 11am NSW
Sunday March 19th, Merchant Navy FUND Bowls day at Condong Bowls Club, also Social day BBQ at Noon.
Wednesday April 19th, General Meeting ANZAC Room 11am
Tuesday April 25th, ANZAC Day March 10 am.
Thursday May 18th, “Escape to the Country” at Dave & Meg Witcombe’s house in Kyogle.
Wednesday June 21st, General Meeting ANZAC Room 11am.
Wednesday July 19th, Social to be advised.
Wednesday August 16th, General meeting and AGM at ANZAC Room 11am.
Sunday September 3rd, Dedication of our new monument, Point Danger, International MN Day 11am.
Wednesday September 20th, Social to be advised.
Wednesday October 18th, General Meeting ANZAC Room 10am QLD time - 11am NSW.
Wednesday November 15th, to be advised.
Wednesday December 13th, Xmas party, venue and time to be advised.
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Malaysia ReRe-visited.
“Snakes alive mate, give me luxury over a jungle tent anytime”
“Quick,” shouted Bluey to anyone within earshot, “grab that friggin snake so we
can identify it. Jonesie has been bitten on his friggin arm.” Too late. The startled
snake had already slithered away into the dense jungle surrounding our camp.
Minutes seemed to pass before Bluey and my other mates returned to where I was
sitting stiffly against the towering Danum tree, almost oblivious to the near panic
going on around me. “Lie down quietly and don’t worry,” says Bluey trying to
sound reassuring. “We’ve been through our snake-bite training a hundred times,
so we know what to do until the chopper arrives to fly you back to Jesselton.
Hopefully it will get here with the antidote within 30 minutes or you’re a gonner
mate.” I was not impressed.
“Give me the tourniquet,” shouts Bluey to another soldier. By now he had
appointed himself chief surgeon. “Let’s tie it firmly around his upper arm, then get
me a clean razor-blade from the medical kit.” I was sweating buckets as Bluey
held my right hand, looking at the two blood-spotted puncture wounds just above
my wrist. “This is going to hurt a bit,” he says, “but we’ll look after you. O.K mate?”
“We were instructed to make two small cuts, one through each of the puncture wounds and running up your arm.
Right? Try to relax Jonesie and I’ll make the first cut,” he added. I watched in horror as Bluey jabbed the razorblade into my arm and made a quick, short downward movement with his strong, though shaking hand. There was
little pain. Just a sharp stinging sensation similar to the tattooists needle when he imprinted “Made in England” on
the same arm last year.
Sweat poured from under his slouch hat, dripping onto my now prone body. “That didn’t hurt a bit did it,” says
Bluey trying to re-assure himself. “Now let’s get on with the other one”. “Strike a friggin light,” shouts Bluey,
jumping back in amazement as a fountain of pulsing blood spurted high into the air. “Looks like I friggin nicked
you a bit too deep that time mate. Sorry.”
That did it. My semi-comatose brain began to race. In milli-seconds my life passed before me. I recalled sailing
the world as a cabin boy before my 15th birthday. Of later saying goodbye to my loving parents and big sister
Barbara as I set off again from my home in the West Country of England, Australia bound.
Shortly after docking in Sydney, I recalled stumbling down the gangway dragging my one battered suitcase, first
stepping onto Australian soil at Woolloomooloo. How my heart pounded as I looked for Mr Smithers, the man
from the Big Brother Movement who was going to meet me and help find me a job as trainee jackaroo on a cattle
station outback of no-where. An event destined never to happen.
My snakebite induced flashback recalled enlisting instead in the Australian Regular Army. I liked the look of the
jungle-green uniform, the thick-soled shiny black leather boots and slouch hats worn by “Diggers” as they cruised
around downtown Sydney looking for Sheilahs. The uniform seemed to work wonders for them. Why not for me
too, I reasoned?
I remembered recruit training in near freezing temperatures at Wagga-Wagga in southern New South Wales, then
onto the Jungle Training Centre at Canungra, buried deep in the humid jungle and rain forest topography of
Central Queensland. I remembered how I suffered weeks of sleep deprivation before I could fall into a deep
slumber on a ground-sheet, unprotected from the many real and imagined poisonous snakes slithering, spiders
crawling, massive bull-ants jumping and leaches……leaching?
I recounted sailing aboard a small flat-bottomed army landing craft through the calm, crystal clear waters of the
Great Barrier Reef, phosphorous sparking off the water when day turned into night. Then further north into the not
so calm South China Sea, stopping briefly for supplies in Port Moresby, New Guinea.
After a few days “rest” in Singapore, which was not really a rest for us young endorphin-overloaded adventurers
from the south, we continued our journey toward the island State of Sabah, North Borneo. Landing in Jessleton,
we were transported in an old World War 2 truck through banana and rubber plantations to a remote army barracks
where we underwent further training in jungle warfare, and acclimatization.
It was 1962. I was 17. A wide-eyed, excited English lad about to join little more than a handful of Australian and
British soldiers whose task was to fight off the Chinese hordes. They were expected to flow in their millions down
through Vietnam, Malaysia, across New Guinea and finally into the vastness of Northern Australia. Once there,
they would settle and establish a new Chinese colony.
I guess we were successful because Northern Australia remains today as Australian as ever. I even got a medal,
apparently as evidence that I had “done my bit” to save Australia. But I digress. Here was I, maybe 100 miles from
the nearest hospital, lying on a crudely made stretcher of bamboo with my mates fussing around me.
“What a fascinating way to die,” I remember thinking before the windows into my brain closed and I drifted
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slowly into a deep coma…… “Mr. Jones…Mr. Jones. Wake up! We will be landing shortly. Put the seatback up and
fasten your seatbelt please” said the attractive kebaye-clad flight attendant.
Body still sweating, heart still pounding. My confused brain took a few moments to adjust after 30 hours in planes
and airports en-route from Vancouver. No longer lying near death in a tiny jungle clearing, I was aboard one of
Malaysia Airlines B747-400’s, in the luxury of Golden Club Class. In just a few minutes our plane would be landing
at Kuala Lumpur’s spectacular new international airport. What’s more, tomorrow I will fly over the South China Sea
to the city of Kota Kinabalu, capital of Sabah, Borneo.
Once known as Jessleton, this small town that suffered near total destruction in W.W.2 is now a bustling city and
gateway to the thriving Adventure and Eco-tourism industry in East Malaysia. After an absence of thirty-eight years
I would be returning as a travel writer to where this story began, but no more for me the life of a 17-year-old
“Digger” accustomed to “sleeping rough.”
As a guest of Tourism Malaysia and Malaysia Airlines, I was looking forward to touring much of this exciting
country in style. Little did I know I would find few luxuries on Pulau Tiga, the now infamous island featured in the
hit TV show, “Survivor.”
Tony Bond, Canada/USA Vindi

James Beeching
James Beeching was an English boat builder. He invented a
“self-righting lifeboat” and designed a type of fishing boat
which became characteristic of the port of Great Yarmouth in
the 19th century. He also built ships for the smuggling trade.
Beeching was born at Bexhill in Sussex in 1788, to a family
who had connections with smuggling, and served an
apprenticeship in nearby Hastings as a boat builder. In 1809, he
married Martha Thwaites (1789–1831), daughter of shipowner
Thomas Thwaites; they went on to have nine children. Beeching
and a partner ran a shipbuilding yard in Hastings for several
years, until it failed in 1816 and was purchased by Thomas
Thwaites. He then went to Flushing in the Netherlands, and
built many craft, including several involved in the English
smuggling trade such as the cutter known as “Big Jane”, launched in 1819. On leaving Flushing he settled at Great
Yarmouth in Norfolk where he introduced a design of fishing-vessel that for a time was characteristic of the port.
In the first half of the 19th century, Britain's lifeboats were found by the Admiralty to be unsatisfactory. In 1848, of
the 100 boats available, only 55 were in good repair, and many of those were of too heavy a construction and 21
boats were found to be unfit for use. Lifeboat design was not standardised and the boats available, though an
improvement on ordinary vessels, were vulnerable to heavy seas, which could lead to capsizing and loss of life.
In 1851 attempts were made, under the auspices of Albert the Prince Consort, to revive the activity of the National
Institution for the Preservation of Life from Shipwreck. A competition was initiated by the Admiralty for a new,
improved lifeboat which would meet criteria: (a) being self-righting (b) being of lighter construction than before and
easier to launch and transport (c) able to free itself of water faster (i.e. self-draining) and (d) of lower cost.
The Duke of Northumberland, president of the Institution, offered to fund a prize of £100 for the best scale model of
a new lifeboat, and another £100 towards the cost of building it. Out of 280 models sent in from all parts of the
world (a selection of which were displayed at the famous Crystal Palace exhibition of 1851), Beeching's “selfrighting” design was awarded the prize. With a few slight modifications made by James Peake, who was a master
shipwright at Woolwich Dockyard and one of the competition judges, this design became the standard model for the
new fleet of lifeboats acquired by the Royal National Lifeboat Institution. It was known as the Beeching-Peake SR
(self-righting) lifeboat.
Beeching had built a boat on the same model before the prize was awarded, and it was purchased by the trustees of
Ramsgate Harbour in December 1851. “The Northumberland”, as it was called, was 36 feet long and had 12 oars,
she became the first self-righting lifeboat and was said to have been “one of the most frequently used and useful
lifeboats in the United Kingdom”, saving the lives of several hundred people on the Goodwin Sands.
James Beeching died on 7th June 1858, aged 70. The firm, “Beeching Brothers” (founded in 1795) continued to build
ships in Great Yarmouth for several decades after his death well into the 20th century, eventually including steampowered vessels.
Beeching's self-righting lifeboat, together with other changes instituted by the RNLI, greatly improved Britain's
lifeboat service in the latter half of the 19th century. The number of boats was increased from 96 in 1850 to 242 in
1874, and their improved reliability contributed to the saving of countless lives of both mariners and lifeboatmen.
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Tourist Boat Captain Arrested
The captain of a tourist boat was the first person to jump ship after his vessel exploded near Indonesia.
Local police arrested the skipper after 23 people died and almost 50 were injured on the boat which was travelling to
islands north of the Indonesian capital Jakarta. The Zahro Express caught fire shortly after leaving Muara Angke
port in North Jakarta. The cause of the fire was thought to be a short circuit on a power generator, said police.
All passengers panicked and ran up to the deck to throw floats into the water. In a split second, the fire became
bigger, coming from where fuel is stored. The boat was carrying some 250 passengers when it burst into flames as it
travelled to the resort island of Tidung.
Panicked passengers fought over life jackets and jumped into the sea as the huge blaze tore through the ferry after
starting in the engine room. Most were rescued, but 23 were killed and 50 suffered injuries, according to the official
disaster agency. Police said the captain, named in local reports as Muhammad Nali, had been detained and was being
questioned over suspected negligence in relation to the fire which reduced the boat to a blackened wreck.
Several local media outlets reported the captain jumped ship first, abandoning the tourists as the fire erupted, and
was found floating in the sea with other passengers before being rescued. A senior official at the transport ministry,
vowed that the captain would be punished if the allegations turned out to be true.
It was just the latest fatal maritime accident in the vast Indonesian archipelago, which relies heavily on boats to ferry
people round its 17,000 islands, but has a patchy safety record.

The Cutty Sark — a wow clipper
The Cutty Sark was once the most famous of the great clippers, the name ‘clipper’ referring to the fast sailing ships
of the nineteenth century that
traversed the world’s major trading
routes. Commissioned by shipping
magnate Jock ‘Whitehat’ Willis, she
was built in a Scottish shipyard and
launched at Dumbarton in 1869. The
Cutty Sark’s unusual name derived
from a poem by Robert Burns called
‘Tam O’Shanter.’ In this ode, a hero
is chased by some witches, with the
fastest one’s revealing shirt being
known by the Scots as a cutty sark.
The Cutty Sark was a masterpiece,
the pinnacle of sailing ship design.
Her composite hull of timber and iron
was sleek and strong, while her three
masts could hold a spread of canvas
that propelled the ship at up to 17
knots. As a result, she spent the 1870s speeding across the high seas, establishing a reputation as one of the fastest
ships afloat.
Not only did her speed translate into prestige, it also translated into profits: the Cutty Sark brought the new tea crop
from China, which was incredibly fashionable amongst the tearooms and parlours of Victorian Britain. The first
batch of the new tea harvest was highly coveted and thus the first tea cargo to arrive fetched the highest price.
Indeed, the annual tea race was a Victorian sensation, the ships’ progress was reported by telegraph and could be
followed in the papers. Huge bets were laid on the outcome. The Cutty Sark was never first to the finish line, but she
was still one of the fastest. In 1872 she was involved in one of the most famous tea races of all time, against the
Thermopylae. The two ships were neck and neck until the Cutty Sark lost her rudder in heavy seas in the Indian
Ocean. The accident meant Thermopylae beat her back to London by 7 days, but the Cutty Sark’s performance was
nevertheless remarkable.
When the ship was launched, it was already the Indian summer of the great sailing ships. The Suez Canal, which had
opened the very same year, offered steamships a shorter route to the Far East, slashing approximately two months
off their journey time. The winds of the Red Sea and the Mediterranean were not suited to the clippers though.
Consequently, the increasing speed and cargo capacity of steamships soon rendered sailing ships unprofitable. By
the late 1870s, the Cutty Sark had been pushed out of the tea trade.
The Cutty Sark’s future looked bleak. In 1880, she set off on a voyage to Japan to deliver coal for the American
Pacific fleet. It was a voyage she never completed. A fight amongst the crew left one man dead, and when the man
responsible was allowed to escape by the captain, the rest of the crew mutinied. The ship’s captain, realising his
career was ruined, committed suicide by stepping off the ship’s stern into the sea.
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These dark events gave the Cutty Sark a new reputation amongst sailors, as a ‘hellship’ and a cursed vessel.
The ship’s owner, Jock Willis, was determined to turn her fortunes around and so, in 1885, he hired an excellent,
albeit eccentric, clipper captain named Richard Woodget. Captain Woodget recognised that the Cutty Sark’s
commercial edge now lay in the dangerous wool run to Australia. In this arena the Cutty Sark once again excelled,
setting speed records between London and Melbourne and Sydney. For a decade she established her fame through
her lightning voyages, but by 1895, she was approaching the end of her life expectancy and had ceased to be
profitable.
After her heyday, the Cutty Sark was sold to a Portuguese company, who renamed her the Ferreira. The ship spent
25 years transporting cargoes between Portugal, Africa and the Americas, and managed to avoid German U-boats
during World War I. In the 1920s, she was purchased by Captain Dowman, a former clipper man who remembered
the Cutty Sark from her glory days. Dowman renamed her the Cutty Sark and brought her to Falmouth, where she
was restored and opened to the public.
Upon Dowman’s death in 1936, the ship passed to the navy Training College at Greenhithe to be used as a training
ship by British naval cadets. Aboard her, a generation of Royal and Merchant Navy cadets were trained on how to
work a sailing ship. Time finally ran out for the Cutty Sark after World War II, when the Training College got a new
training ship.
Now facing the scrapyard, the Cutty Sark was once again rescued from obscurity. In 1951, the Cutty Sark Society
had been established by her admirers. With the support of the public and the Society’s patron, the Duke of
Edinburgh, funds were raised to rescue her. In 1954, she was placed in dry dock in Greenwich, London. There she
served as a unique example of breathtaking ship design and as a symbol of Britain’s proud maritime heritage. She
also became the memorial to the Merchant Navy and its losses in two world wars.
Over the decades, the same timbers that were once pounded by the storms of the Cape Horn came under new threat.
Years of exposure to the elements took their toll. Her wooden hull was waterlogged and rotting and the iron frame
that supports them was rusting. In 2007 comprehensive conservation of the ship was embarked upon. The Cutty Sark
is to reopen in 2011.
On the morning of 21 May 2007, Cutty Sark, which had been closed and partly dismantled for conservation work,
caught fire, and burned for several hours before the London Fire Brigade could bring the fire under control. Initial
reports indicated that the damage was extensive, with most of the wooden structure in the centre having been lost. It
was later revealed that at least half of the “fabric” (timbers, etc.) of the ship had not been on site as it had been
removed during the preservation work.
She was restored and was reopened to the public on 25 April 2012. On 19 October 2014 she was damaged in a
smaller fire.

Update - Costa Concordia survivors blame Italy for stolen’ possessions
A group of French survivors of the COSTA CONCORDIA
disaster have pointed the finger at Italian authorities over the
missing jewellery, money and electrical goods they were
storing in the ship’s safes. The goods were hastily abandoned
on January 12th, 2012, when the ship listed and partially sank
after running aground off the island of Giglio, Tuscany,
killing 32 people. In the aftermath of the disaster, Costa
Cruises paid more than €11,000 in compensation to the
French victims.
However, the compensation agreements promised they would
receive their goods once they were recovered from the vessel.
Now some 390 French survivors claim they have not been
given back anything, even though the wreck has since been
emptied and almost completely dismantled at a dry dock in Genoa. “All of the safes on the upper deck seem to have
mysteriously disappeared,” Anne Decrè, the leader of the collective, told French paper Parisien. “The incompetence
of Costa Cruises is the same as that of its captain,” Decrè added, referring to Captain Francesco Schettino, who has
been sentenced to 16 years in jail for his role in the disaster. But Costa were quick to defend themselves of
allegations of incompetence, saying in a statement the responsibility for the goods fell on the coastguard, because
following the disaster the ship was impounded by the Italian authorities and declared a crime scene.
The company also hinted that the possessions might have been forever lost to the briny deep or even looters. “Many
of the safes on the upper deck fell into the water and have not yet been found,” the company added. In the months
following the disaster, unscrupulous divers are thought to have made off with millions in stolen goods from the
doomed ship, including champagne, jewellery and 300-year-old woodblock prints by the Japanese master Katsushika
Hokusai.
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Coal stokers
When the boilers of ships such as the Titanic were heated by coal, did the stokers and firemen have a problem with
pneumoconiosis, the lung disease that troubled coal
miners? The ‘down-below’ seamen responsible for
working the boiler rooms and adjacent coal bunkers
were called the ‘black gang’, a term that lasted into the
diesel era.
The black gang consisted of trimmers, who maintained
the coal supply, and stokers (firemen), who shovelled it
into the furnaces. Their nickname came from the fact
that their clothes were always coated with coal dust.
As early as 1860, The Lancet journal described the
stoke hole as ‘a cavern of torture and a hot-bed of
disease’. The list of ailments from which stokers
suffered included heat stroke, muscle cramps,
rheumatism, pneumonia, pleurisy and catarrh. In 1886,
Dr Hobart Amory Hare, of the University of
Pennsylvania, published a book with the title New And Altered Forms Of Disease, Due To The Advance Of
Civilisation In The Last half Century.
Of the stokers on ‘large steamships’, Dr Hare noted: ‘Working, as these men do, in the hold of a ship and surrounded
by fires on all sides, the only ventilation coming from above, it cannot be wondered at that they strip to the waist and
fairly drip with sweat, and when relieved go to the deck, there to get a whiff of fresh air, and perhaps a fatal chilling
of their bodies.
‘The mortality among these men is frightful, and the writer has been informed by the ship’s surgeons that few
stokers live more than two years after entering upon their duties, provided they stay at work with fair regularity.’
The stokers lived in a world of coal dust and it clogged their lungs at least as badly as those of coal miners. Over
time many stokers, like miners, developed a continuous hacking cough. Of those afflicted, a typical medical report
concluded that they were ‘dyspneic and short-lived’. Post-mortems showed their lungs were a mottled black and had
the texture of old leather. Later, the disease would be called ‘black lung’, the nickname for pneumoconiosis.
While black lung had been described in 1897, its true dangers weren’t accepted until the Fifties. even in the
Twenties, the medical authorities had a laissez-faire attitude to coal dust: J.S. Haldane, honorary director of the
mining research laboratory of the University of Birmingham, declared in 1923 that ‘the inhalation of coal dust
causes no danger to life, but on the contrary gives protection against the development of tuberculosis’.
As coal had given way to oil-fired ships in the Twenties stokers never received any compensation for their illnesses,
but there is no doubt that in the hot furnaces below decks they suffered as much, if not more, than the coal miners.

The Unsinkable Stoker
Titanic was celebrated as the biggest, safest, most advanced ship of its age, but it was a lowly stoker in its boiler
room who truly deserved the name ‘unsinkable’. John Priest survived no fewer than four ships that went to the
bottom, including Titanic and its sister ship Britannic.
John Priest was one of more than 150 ‘firemen’, or stokers, whose job it was to keep
Titanic’s 29 colossal boilers at steam, day and night, for the entire journey.
He had worked his entire life as a member of the so-called ‘black gang’, toiling in
the bowels of steam-powered ships. It was back-breaking work, often done stripped
to the waist due to the ferocious heat of the furnaces.
Even in a state-of-the-art vessel like Titanic, the work was still done by muscle
power alone. More than 600 tonnes of coal a day were needed to propel what was
then the world’s biggest ship through the ocean. ‘Trimmers’ wheelbarrowed coal
from the bunkers to the firemen who maintained the furnaces. Both were relatively
skilled jobs, with the trimmers having to ensure the weight of the coal was evenly
distributed so the ship stayed balanced, or ‘trimmed’, while the firemen needed to
feed just the right amount of coal into the flames to keep the ship at the required
speed.
Arthur John Priest: 1887 - 1937
• Survived the Asturias foundering on its maiden voyage in 1907.
• Survived the Olympic collision with HMS Hawke in 1911.
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•
•
•

Survived the Titanic sinking in April 1912 on
lifeboat 15.
Survived the Alcantara when it was torpedoed by
the German raider “Grief” in February 1916.
Survived the Britannic when she hit a mine and
sank in November1916.
Survived yet another sinking on his final ship the
Donegal in April 1917.
Was awarded the Mercantile Marine Ribbon in
1917, for his services during the war.

What Brass Monkeys
Recently I stumbled across a page that destroyed the
quaint old story about “Freezing the Balls of a Brass
Monkey”. Some references say that the brass triangles
that supported stacks of iron cannon-balls on sailing
ships were called monkeys and that in cold weather the
metal contracted, causing the balls to fall off.
The derivation of this phrase is difficult enough to
determine without such tosh, so let’s get that oftrepeated story out of the way first. The Royal Navy
records that, on their ships at least, cannon-balls were
stored in planks with circular holes cut into them - not
stacked in pyramids. These planks were known as ‘shot
garlands’, not monkeys, and they date back to at least
1769, when they were first referred to in print.

With the coal strike of 1912, the black gangs were hit
hard as ships stayed in port and men were laid off.
Priest was one of the lucky few to find a job on Titanic
as it prepared for its maiden voyage across the Atlantic.
He was perhaps fortunate to have already served on
Titanic’s sister ship Olympic and was a fireman on
board when it was holed below the waterline in a
collision with the Royal Navy cruiser HMS Hawke in
1911.

On dry land, the obvious way to store cannon-balls
seems to be by stacking them. On board ship it’s a
different matter. A little geometry shows that a pyramid
of balls will topple over if the base is tilted by more
than 30 degrees. This tilting, not to mention any sudden
jolting, would have been commonplace on sailing ships.

The Olympic crash wasn’t Priest’s first brush with
disaster. He had previously worked aboard a ship called
the Asturias that was badly damaged in a collision on
its maiden voyage. But this was an age when accidents,
near-misses and sinkings were relatively common.

It just isn’t plausible that cannon-balls were stacked this
way. For those wanting a bit more detail, here’s the
science bit. The coefficient of expansion of brass is
0.000019; that of iron is 0.000012. If the base of the
stack were one metre long, the drop in temperature
needed to make the ‘monkey’ shrink relative to the
balls by just one millimetre, would be around 100
degrees Celsius. Such a small shrinkage wouldn’t have
had the slightest effect.

Even so, the remainder of his career at sea was to be a
remarkable tale of survival against the odds. He would
claim in later life that men refused to sail with him
because he brought bad luck. It’s hard not to see their
point.

Seeing as we are on this subject. A coal trimmer or
trimmer is a position within the engineering department
of a coal-fired ship which involves all coal handling
tasks starting with the loading of coal into the ship and
ending with the delivery of the coal to the stoker.

Of course, the way we now understand the phrase is
that it is cold enough to freeze one’s testicles off.

Our Anchors Aweigh newsletter is not only read

The trimmers worked inside the coal bunkers located
on top of and between the boilers. Trimmers used
shovels and wheelbarrows to move coal around the
bunkers in order to keep the coal level, and to shovel
the coal down the coal chute to the firemen below, who
shovelled it into the furnaces. If too much coal built up
on one side of a coal bunker, the ship would actually
list to that side.

by our members, but gets around the world in more
ways than you can poke a stick at. For example I
received a phone call after just before Christmas from
Gary Voysey, he phoned me after I arrived home from
the lunch, and really laid it on and proudly said that he
always sent it forward to his brother who is on an Oil
Rig somewhere in the West Indies and his brother gives
it to the rest of his crew and they all think each issue is
grand. Brian Ribbans in the UK is another hero who
sends his copy far and wide………….. I would be
interested in any other forwards.
Jack

Trimmers were also involved in extinguishing fires in
the coal bunkers. Fires occurred frequently due to
spontaneous combustion of the coal. The fires had to be
extinguished with fire hoses and by removing the
burning coal by feeding it into the furnace.
Of the engineering crew, the trimmers were paid the
least. The working conditions of a trimmer were poor,
primarily as a result of their environment. The inside
of a coal bunker was poorly lit, full of coal dust, and
extremely hot due to residual heat emanating from the
boilers.
Note: There were 73 trimmers aboard the coal-fed
ocean liner Titanic. During the sinking of the ship,
these men disregarded their own safety and stayed
below deck to help keep the steam-driven electric
generators running for the water pumps and lighting.
Only 20 trimmers were among those who survived.
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Dirk Hartog (1580–
(1580–1621)
by Phillip Playford

Dirk Hartog, mariner was baptized on 30 October 1580 in the Oude Kerk
(Old Church), Amsterdam, the Netherlands, second son and one of at
least four children of Hartych Krynen, mariner, and his wife Griet Jans.
On 20 February 1611, in the Old Church, Dirk married with Calvinist
forms 18-year-old Meynsgen Abels. They are not known to have had
children. At a time when Dutch spellings were not standardized, his
name was variously spelled, including Hartogszoon, Hartogsz, Hartoogs,
Hatichs and Hertoghsz as his surname, and Dirck or Dirick as his first
name. He signed his name (in several extant documents) as Dyrck
Hartoochz. In Australian history, however, he has become known as
Dirk Hartog.
By 1615 Hartog had engaged on voyages to various European ports as
the owner and skipper of a small trading vessel, the Dolphyn (Dolphin).
In 1616 he was appointed to the Vereenigde Oost-Indische Compagnie (United East India Co.) as skipper of the
Eendracht (Concord) on its maiden voyage to the East Indies (Indonesia). It sailed from Texel on 23 January,
carrying ten money chests containing 80,000 reals (pieces-of-eight), valued at about 200,000 guilders. The weather
was bitterly cold and immediately before sailing, twenty-one crewmembers and eight soldiers deserted by walking
ashore over sea ice.
The Eendracht reached the Cape of Good Hope on 5 August 1616
and left on 27 August, following the newly adopted ‘Brouwer’ route,
which directed V.O.C. ships to sail east across the Indian Ocean for a
1000 Dutch miles (c.7400 km), before heading north to the Sunda
Strait. Longitude could then be estimated only very approximately,
however, and it was inevitable that a V.O.C. navigator would
eventually sail too far east and come upon the west coast of
Australia. Hartog was the first to do so….. On 25 October 1616
members of the Eendracht’s crew landed at the north end of what is
now known as Cape Inscription on Dirk Hartog Island (Shark Bay,
WA). They left a record of their visit inscribed on a flattened pewter
plate, nailed to an oak post and placed upright in a fissure on the cliff
top. The inscription on the plate may be translated as:
1616, 25 October, is here arrived the ship the Eendracht of Amsterdam, the upper-merchant Gillis Miebais of
Liege, skipper Dirck HImage result for dirk hartog shipatichs of Amsterdam; the 27th ditto set sail again for
Bantam, the under-merchant Jan Stins, the uppersteersman Pieter Dookes van Bill, Anno 1616.
On 14 December the Eendracht reached Macassar (Ujung Pandang), where a confrontation with local inhabitants
resulted in the deaths of fifteen of its men. Hartog then visited other trading centres in the East Indies, delivering
chests of money. Still under his command, the Eendracht left Bantam (Banten) on 17 December 1617, carrying a
rich cargo of benzoin (an aromatic wax used for medicinal purposes), silk and other goods. The ship reached
Zeeland in the Netherlands on 16 October 1618.
Leaving V.O.C. employment, Hartog skippered the Geluckige Leeu (Lucky Lion) on voyages to European ports. He
died in 1621, in Amsterdam, and was buried on 11 October in the grounds of the Nieuwe Kerk (New Church). His
remains were later removed to a communal grave field outside the city.
The Eendracht plate remained where it had been placed until 2 February 1697, when men of Willem de Vlamingh’s
expedition found it lying beside a decayed post. Vlamingh replaced it with another flattened pewter plate, inscribed
with a copy of the text on the old plate and a record of his own visit, and nailed it to a new post. He took the
Eendracht plate to Batavia (Jakarta); from there it was transferred to the V.O.C.’s archives in the Netherlands and
later to the Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam. It is the oldest known record of a landing by Europeans in Australia.
Hartog’s discovery had a major impact on world cartography. Although Willem Jansz had charted the west coast of
Cape York Peninsula some ten years earlier, that land was generally regarded as an extension of New Guinea. After
Hartog’s discovery, the mythical continent known as Terra Australis Incognita (the Unknown South Land) was
replaced on maps by a major landmass called ‘t Landt van de Eendracht (the Land of the Eendracht). Later
discoveries extended charts of its coastline and the continent was later renamed Hollandia Nova (New Holland) by
the Dutch, and Australia by the British.
…………………………………………..
It would be noted that Captain Cook reached the south-eastern coast of Australia on 19 April 1770, and in doing so
his expedition became the first recorded Europeans to have encountered its eastern coastline.
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On Friday Feb 12th,
2010,
the

There has been many stamps and coins celebrating Dirk
Hartog, marking the first recorded European landing in
Western Australia. Last year in Denham, Shark Bay
WA celebrations coincided with the 400 years
accidental landing. Denham foreshore has been rebuilt
and the Discovery and Visitors Centre presented a
display and exhibition encompassing the stories of the
first recorded European (Dutch) landings.

Commonwealth
War
Graves
Commission
officially
recognized
Reginald Earnshaw as the
youngest known British
service casualty in WW
II. The lad lived just 14
years and 152 days. He
died when German planes attacked the SS North Devon,
the ship he was on, off the east coast of England on July
6, 1941. He had only served for a few months.

Accidental Encounters included replicas of the pewter
dinner plates left by Dirk Hartog and Willem de
Vlamingh at Cape Inscription in Shark Bay. It also
features authentic artefacts from the four known Dutch
East India Company wrecks, the Zeewijk (wrecked
1727), the Zuytdorp (wrecked 1712) and the Vergulde
Draeck (wrecked 1656), as well as the earliest Dutch
wreck so far discovered, the Batavia (wrecked 1629).

Officials had been slow to recognize his status because
they did not have official proof of his date of birth,
making it impossible to prove he was actually younger
than Raymond Steed, who died at 14 years and 207 days.
Earnshaw was serving as a Merchant Navy cabin boy
when he died. He had told authorities he was 15, the
minimum allowable age, after leaving school to help
with the war effort.

Cruise Ship Security
Those lucky enough to have taken cruises will have
thought why all the fuss to enter and leave the ship
well………

The search was started by Alf Tubb, who, as an 18-year
old DEM’s gunner on the SS North Devon, had failed in
his attempts to rescue Reggie as the ship went down. He
couldn’t remember Reggie’s name, knowing him simply
as ‘Boy’, but the name of the ship was sufficient of a
starting point.

Two Canadian women are accused of helping smuggle
$30 million in cocaine aboard a Princess cruise ship
while documenting the luxury globe-trotting vacation in
a series of provocative Instagram photos.

The search was also taken up by Billy Mcgee the well
known UK MN historian and others. Retired teacher Mrs
Harvey became aware of the search for her brother
during a visit to the Tower Hill merchant navy memorial.
Her daughter logged on to find out on which of the
numerous plinths his name appeared, and was startled by
the result. “Up came all this information,” said Mrs
Harvey, who was then able to fill in vital missing details
to complete the search, including confirmation of
Reggie’s birthday as February 5, 1927, which proved he
was the youngest service fatality of the war.
Reggie had lied about his age to join the merchant navy,
giving the right birthday but the wrong year. That,
coupled with his birthplace having been Dewsbury, the
family living in Edinburgh when he signed up, and his
mother having married and become Mrs Shires in 1931,
made the trail hard to follow. “He didn’t run away to
sea,” said Mrs Harvey. “He came and told my mother
what he’d done, and she was wise enough not to stop
him, believing that if she didn’t let him go, he would
probably have gone anyway.”

Isabelle Lagace, 28, and Melina Roberge, 22, from
Montreal Canada were arrested along with Andre
Tamine, 63, in what Australian border agents said is
“the largest seizure in Australia of narcotics carried by
passengers of a cruise ship or airliner,”.

Mrs Harvey went to Edinburgh on Reggie’s birthday last
week to a ceremony at the Comely Bank Cemetery,
where a headstone in his memory had been erected by
the Commonwealth War Graves Commission. She was
able to meet members of the families of two of the seven
other men killed in the same attack. She said: “Reggie’s
death at such a young age and after just a few months at
sea came as a great shock to the whole family.

According to CBC News, authorities in Sydney believe
the three had boarded the cruise ship together at the
British port city of Southampton. Police are now
investigating whether they boarded with the cocaine or
sourced the massive quantity of drugs from one of
several South American port cities the ship visited on
her way to Australia.
Police now allege that 35 kilograms of cocaine was
found in suitcases in a cabin the women shared and 60
kilograms were found in the man’s luggage in a
separate cabin. It’s not yet clear how 63 year old
Canadian Andre Tamine is connected to the women but
the Australian Border Force alleged the three were
running cocaine for an “international drug syndicate.”

I am immensely grateful to so many people who helped
research his forgotten story, and the War Graves
Commission for providing his grave with a headstone.”
At the ceremony Mrs Harvey was presented with
Reggie’s war medals, framed with the names Alf and
four others who had worked hard to complete his story...
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Two Kiwis, Trevor and Jeanette, are walking down a
street in Bondi in Sydney. Trevor happens to look in
one of the shop windows and sees a sign that catches
his eye. The sign said ‘Suits $10.00 each, Shirts $4.00
each, Trousers $5.00 per pair’

John Bradford, an Oxford University student,
was on the side of the road hitchhiking on a dark and
stormy night. The night was rolling on and no car went
by. The storm was so strong he could hardly see a few
feet ahead of him.

Trevor says to his pal, “Jeanette, look! We could buy a
whole lot of those, and whin we get beck to InZid, we
could make a fortune”. “Now whin we go unto the
shop, you be quiet, okay? Just lit me do all the talking
cause uf they hear our accint, they might not be nice to
us. I’ll speak in my bist Aussie accint.” “No worries,
smiled Jeanette, I’ll keep my mouth shut.’”

Suddenly, he saw a car
slowly coming towards
him and stopped. John,
desperate for shelter and
without thinking about
it, got into the car and
closed the door.... Only
to realize there was nobody behind the wheel and the
engine wasn’t on. The car started moving slowly. John
looked at the road ahead and saw a curve approaching.
Scared, he started to pray, begging for his life. Then,
just before the car hit the curve, a hand appeared out of
nowhere through the window, and turned the wheel.
John, paralysed with terror, watched as the hand came
through the window, but never touched or harmed him.

They go in and Trevor says, “I’ll take fufty suits et
$10.00 each, 100 shirts et $4.00 each,
and fufty pairs of trousers et $5.00
each. I’ll beck up my truck and…” The
owner of the shop interrupts, “You’re
from New Zealand, aren’t you?”
“Well... Yis,” says a surprised Trevor.
‘How the hill dud you know thet?’

Shortly thereafter, John saw the lights of a pub appear
down the road, so, gathering strength, he jumped out of
the car and ran to it. Wet and out of breath, he rushed
inside and started telling everybody about the horrible
experience he had just had. A silence enveloped the
pub when everybody realized he was crying…... And
wasn’t drunk.

The owner says, “This is a dry
cleaners!”

A man goes into a brick yard and says, “I’d like to
order 5,000 finishing bricks.” “Certainly,” says the
salesman, “Are they for a garage?” “No,” says the man;
“They’re for a BBQ. “Why do you
need so many bricks for a BBQ?”
asks the salesman. “Well, says the
man, “we live in a flat on the 3rd
floor.”

Suddenly, the door opened, and two other people
walked in from the dark and stormy night. They, like
John, were also soaked and out of breath. Looking
around, and seeing John Bradford sobbing at the bar,
one said to the other.... Look Jack... there’s that fooking
idiot that got in the car while we were pushing it!!!!

SEQ SLOP CHEST
Metal MN Lapel Badges
Metal Vindicatrix Lapel Badges
MN Blazer Badges
MN Blazer Badges
MN Cap Badge
Club Shirt (to order)
Club Caps
Poppy Pins

$8 00 each
$5.00 each
$22.00 each
$15.00 each
$17.00 each
$40.00 each
$15.00 each
$20.00 each

All Communications to
Brian Hunt on 07 5513 0178
Preferably email at brian.hunt8@bigpond.com
President, Brian Hunt BEM JP
241/2 Falcon Way
TWEED HEAD SOUTH NSW 2486
Ph: (07) 5513-0178
Email: brian.hunt8@bigpond.com

Twin Towns RSL

Secretary, Terry Docker
96/22 Handsford Road
COOMBABAH QLD 4216
Ph: 0415 145 311
Email: lamsur@virginbroadband.com.au
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